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I. Persona) Harm:
„ t

sa^ary 85 811 exempt M-13 employee has been frozen, since my position was reclassified to a non-exempt 9 grade.
reclassification is a demotion. After 14 years with this company, I can no longer advance in my career. My salary as a DP M-13

was greater than the top salary for the non-exempt 9 classification. There was room for my salary to rise as an M-13 by almost
$4,000. Since I met the requirements of the job before, I should have been grandfathered in to the M-13 position just as the LPNs— If the new requirement for an RN resulted in my demotion, then it should have resulted in the LPNs being demoted as well.

It Ropnadcfil's Reasons for Personal Harm:
My Discharge Planner M-13 position was reclassified to a non-exempt 9 allegedly due toa “review of wage and hour requirements”
by management However, that argument is specious, because there is no rational basis for differentiating between nurse and non-
nurse Discharge Planners, as the position never requires patient care. When I questioned this, I was informed that I should not
complain, because as a newly non-exempt employee, I could earn overtime. However, that nod only misses the point, but is also
meaningless because I rarely if ever worked over 37.5 hours a week anyway.

III.' Dbcnmmauofi Nfi0emetrt: —

l
i

I was the only Discharge Planner M-13 of Cuban descent in all of Miami-Dade and Broward counties, employed by AvMed. I believe
the reclassification and demotion was an effort to discriminate against me because I am Cuban. Since I questioned and complained
about this treatment to management, my work environment has become hostile, and I expect that it will become worse after 1file this
charge. Only one other DP, who had no degree at all and, therefore, never met the requirements for the position, was reclassified and
demoted i

When I started in that position in 1997,1met all the requirements. Management is changing the rules in the middle of the
game. They say future hires will require an RN degree; yet they have grandfathered in the LPN Discharge Planners. The job required
an RIOT degree, which I had, or and LPN, or an RN,until July of 2000. No audit was done of my job before it was reclassified,
resulting in my demotion. In foci, the demotion was effectuated when I was on vacation, so I did not even learn about it until1
returned on August 7, 2000, when my supervisor tossed it on my desk. I have over 20 years of clinical experience, yet management
changed me to a “non-clinical” position. Even so, the DP position has never required and does not now require any clinical, patient
cane. The distinction between the M-13 and non-exempt 9 positions was contrived.
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